


Our mission is to innovate and deliver high-performance solutions and world-class 

experiences to those who refuse second best.
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PLAE has extensive experience designing solutions exclusively for high-performance spaces, and has 

spent years working with acoustic and structural engineers to develop intentional systems designed to 

mitigate and isolate both sound & vibration.

+ Isolate & Dampen Noise.
 
+ Mitigate Structural Vibration.

+ Maximize Acoustic Isolation.

+ Supplement Athletic Performance.

+ Stealth is a system, not a product. 

+ Designed exclusively for performance spaces.

+ Underlayment System that works with our flooring.

+ Custom engineered to every space.

PURPOSE DIFFERENCE



For over 50 years, Getzner has been engineering elastomers to mitigate and dampen sound and vibration. 

Our partnership combines that experience with our expertise in the performance athletic space to create 

sound and vibration mitigiation systems specifically for athletic environments.
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Data is important, but it doesn’t tell the whole story. Having a product that isolates noise means nothing 

if it can’t withstand the daily demands a high-performance facility places on it. Stealth addresses both 

needs with systems engineered for isolation and performance.

An Impact Insulation Class, or IIC, rating measures impact noise transmitted through a floor or ceiling. 

Most IIC tests measure 1.1 lbs dropped from 1.6” to represent footsteps, but that’s not enough to capture 

the sounds and impacts inside fitness facilities. PLAE’s tests were conducted in actual athletic spaces 

instead of labratory settings, and include weights of 30 lbs and 100 lbs dropped from 20” and 40”, 

respectively. The results show how the Stealth system performs in real-world scenarios with heavy weight 

impacts to dampen noise and mitigate vibrations.
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Most athletic and fitness facilities struggle with sound. Large open spaces 

constructed with high ceilings and hard walls and floors reflect sound not only 

back into the space, but throughout the building. Acoustic vibrations move 

through floors, ceilings, pipes, ducts, and the even frame of the facility itself. 

Underlayment systems, however, can be placed beneath the flooring in order 

to dampen sounds and reduce vibrations while maintaining the strength and 

durability needed in high-performance facilities.

Flooring systems that provide acoustic and vibration mitigation not only 

increase a facility’s ease of use and safety, but can also positively impact an 

athlete’s performance through shock absorption and reduction of exposure to 

high decibel levels.





ACOUSTIC LAYER STABILITY LAYER FINISHING LAYER
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G-FIT ADVANCED
G-FIT PRO
G-FIT EXTREME
SILENCE
PLAETECH

PLAETECH
FORGE
SILENCE
OBSIDIAN
PLYWOOD
CFC SHEETS

ACHIEVE
FORGE
EXCEED
ATTACK
ASPIRE
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Different types of athletic facilities require different levels of sound and 

vibration dampening. That’s why PLAE and Getzner developed four different 

Stealth systems to accomodate all types of fitness spaces from aerobic to 

Olympic-style weightlifting areas.

In order to demonstrate how the different systems perform, PLAE had 

engineering consultant Newcomb & Boyd conduct tests to measure the decibel 

and vibration levels of weights dropped from different heights onto 10’ x 8’ 

Stealth systems platforms in actual gym environments.



STEALTH 1.0 AEROBIC SYSTEM
49MM (1.9IN) SYSTEM THICKNESS
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Sound reduction based on the following test: 30lbs drop from 20”

Experimental: 18mm Achieve, 15mm PLAEtech, 16mm G-Fit Aerobic, Concrete

Comparison: 18mm Acheive, Concrete

ACHIEVE-18MM

PLAETECH-15MM 

G-FIT AEROBIC-16MM

CONCRETE SUBFLOOR

* Color is for illustrative purposes only
and may not reflect actual product color.



STEALTH 2.0 SYSTEM
61MM (2.4IN) SYSTEM THICKNESS
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* Color is for illustrative purposes only
and may not reflect actual product color.

Sound reduction based on the following test: 100lbs drop from 40”

Experimental: 18mm Achieve, 15mm PLAEtech, 3mm Obsidian, 25mm G-Fit Advanced, Concrete

Comparison: 18mm Acheive, Concrete

*** Stealth 2.0 AIIC=60 ; ∆AIIC=28 ***

ACHIEVE-18MM

PLAETECH-15MM 

OBSIDIAN- 3MM

CONCRETE SUBFLOOR

G-FIT ADVANCED-25MM



STEALTH 3.0 SYSTEM
86MM (3.4IN) SYSTEM THICKNESS
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Sound reduction based on the following test: 100lbs drop from 40”

Experimental: 18mm Achieve, 15mm PLAEtech, 3mm Obsidian, 50mm G-Fit Pro, Concrete

Comparison: 18mm Acheive, Concrete

*** Stealth 3.0 AIIC=63 ; ∆AIIC=33 ***

* Color is for illustrative purposes only
and may not reflect actual product color.

ACHIEVE-18MM

PLAETECH-15MM 

OBSIDIAN- 3MM

CONCRETE SUBFLOOR

G-FIT PRO-50MM



STEALTH 4.0 SYSTEM
111MM (4.4IN) SYSTEM THICKNESS
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Sound reduction based on the following test: 100lbs drop from 40”

Experimental: 18mm Achieve, 15mm PLAEtech, 3mm Obsidian, 75mm G-Fit Extreme, Concrete

Comparison: 18mm Acheive, Concrete

*** Stealth 4.0 AIIC=63 ; ∆AIIC=33 ***

* Color is for illustrative purposes only
and may not reflect actual product color.

ACHIEVE-18MM

PLAETECH-15MM 

OBSIDIAN- 3MM

CONCRETE SUBFLOOR

G-FIT EXTREME-75MM
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